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A way out of chaos. 
We are in the midst of a revolution in 
the way we use information. The 
computer terminal has joined the tele~ 
phone and the calculator as part of 
day~to~day business life. 
It is a time of confusion. Everyone has 
some kind of "office automation" to 
sell, based on everything from word 
processing expertise to networking 
capability. It's all very confusing if your 
task is to plan your company's future, 
your responsibility to manage its 
resources wisely. 
But, there is a way out: the solution 
made possible by the Four~Phase/ 
Motorola alliance. The combination of 
resources and experience brought 
together by that union now makes it 
possible for you to work with a 

coherent, integrated, complete office 
automation system ... Not just isolated 
functions. 

Four~Phase has over a decade of experi~ 
ence in the creation of computer~based 
systems. We have pioneered in the 
distribution of computer functions and 
the design of computer networks that 
bring together your corporate com~ 
puting facilities with the personal 
computing needs of your managers, 

Four-Phase unites data and word processing 
with powerful communications capabilities 
to bring you complete information systems. 
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designers and engineers. 

Motorola adds strong financial and 
management strength. It offers a host 
of complementary technologies and 
related subsidiaries whose efforts and 
expertise will now be joined with 
that of Four~Phase. And, not the least 
contribution is Motorola's powerful 
M68000 microprocessor that now 
becomes the nucleus to drive and bind 
together a growing family of Four~ 
Phase office automation systems. 

Put chaos behind you. If you would 
like to hear more about the rational, 
orderly - complete - Four~Phase/ 
Motorola approach to office automa~ 
tion, write us on your letterhead, 
indicating your specific areas of interest 
Four~Phase Systems, 10700 N. De Anza 
Blv.d., Cupertino, CA 95014. 
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